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 Reading Flight Levels from QNH-altimeters 
 

   Jan L. de Jong  (jldejong@win.tue.nl)  

 

1. An  altimeter as a “three-in-one”-instrument 

 
In aviation the height is determined by measuring the air pressure. Height and 

air pressure are therefore closely tied together. One distinguishes three 

different, to air pressures related, heights1: 

QFE-height :  the height (HFE) above (the QFE-pressure level at) the surface 

of the earth (FE=Field Elevation);  

QNH-height:  the height (HMSL) above (the QNH-pressure level at) the mean 

sea level (MSL=Mean Sea Level); 

 QNE-height:  the height (HFL0) above the 1013.25 hPa-pressure level (or 
Flight Level Zero) (FL0=Flight Level 0);  

   (or:  the height corresponding to the air pressure according to the 

International Standard Atmosphere (ISA)) published by ICAO.  

  

The QFE-height (ICAO: height) is mainly used for local flights, which start and 

finish at he same airfield. On aeronautical maps the QFE-heights of local 

obstacles and volumes of airspace controlled by air traffic control (ATC), such as 

control zones (CTR’s), are indicated as height above the earth’s surface with the 

addition AGL (= Average Ground Level). 

 

The QNH-height (ICAO: altitude) is the most important height for cross country 

flights with gliders and most of the other aircrafts used by the different air 

sports. Knowledge of the QNH-heights gives the pilot the possibility to determine 
his actual height above the terrain from aeronautical charts on which the 

elevation of the terrain above the mean sea level (MSL= Mean Sea Level) is 

shown. 

 

The QNE-height (ICAO: Flight Level) is the most important height for ATC 

controlled air traffic for reason that all aircraft, that fly at the same height, have 

the same height indicated on their altimeters, as the QNE-height does not 

depend on the atmospheric pressure on the air field from which they started 

their flight. In aeronautical operations QNE-heights are usually given in terms of 

Flight Levels, which correspond to units of height equal to 100 ft (=30.48 m).  

 

   
1The three-letter combinations QFE, QNH en QNE have their origin in the in bygone days used Q-

codes in the radiotelegraphy. The first two are now used to indicate the air pressures at the zero levels 

of the corresponding heights. The letter combinations FE, NH en NE (after the letter Q) in the codes are 

usually attributed to the interpretations ‘Field Elevation’, ‘Natural Height’ en ‘Natural Elevation’.  
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In practice the air pressures QFE and QNH are closely related2 and vary both 

with the actual meteorological conditions. The QFE varies furthermore with the 

actual elevation of the terrain. As a result thereof the QFE is not a piece of 

information on the air pressure that is of interest for aeronautical operations. For 

that reason the QFE will not be discussed in any detail here below.  

 

The QNH is the (theoretical) air pressure at the mean sea level which is deduced 

following a formally described theoretical computation, based on the data of the 

ISA Standard Atmosphere, from the actual pressure at the earth’s surface. The 

QNH is, in contrast to the QFE, of very high importance for all aeronautical 

operations in the lower levels of the airspace. The actual value of the QNH is one 

of the standard data that is communicated by air traffic controllers of airfields to 

all pilots that make radio contact with them to ask for information and/or 

permissions to enter or leave the control zone or to take off from or land at the 

airfield. In order that all air traffic in the lower levels of the airspace have the 

same altimeter settings use is made of a regional QNH which applies to a larger, 

fixed region of the controlled lower air space. This regional QNH is supplied as 

part of the flight information to all pilots when they make contact with the ATC 
services that control the flight operations at the lower levels of the air space, 

such as in between the control zones around the airfields. 

 

Altimeters are air pressure measuring instruments, which are provided with a 

scale from which – instead of the air pressure – the height in the ISA Standard 

Atmosphere, which corresponds to the measured air pressure, can be read off. 

In order that the three different heights discussed so far can be read off from 

the instrument, the altimeter is provided with a mechanism with which the 

complete interior works together with the pointer can be rotated relative to the 

(linear) scale of the nonmoving instrument face (which is fixed to casing of the 

altimeter). The amount of rotation can be read off in a little window in the 

instrument face, which is called the subscale, where the values of the air 

pressure can be read off for which the pointer will indicate the value “0” on the 

outer (visible) scale of the measuring instrument. Usually the air pressure of 

1013.25 hPa, which is the official air pressure at 0 m height in the ISA Standard 

Atmosphere is indicated on the scale with a little thin line. If the middle of the 

subscale is located above that thin line and the pointer of the altimeter indicates 

an height of 0 m then the actual (measured) air pressure is equal to 1013.25 

hPa, which corresponds to the zero value of the QNE-height which is Flight Level 

Zero (FL0). This level will play an important role in the discussions to come. 

 

 

   
2 For small values of FEMSL, which is the elevation of the terrain above mean sea level (MSL) and 

‘normal’ QNH-values, the relation between the QFE and the QNH can be approximated by the 

expression derived from the data of the ISA Standard Atmosphere: 

    QFE  = QNH – [FEMSL × 0.120]  

in which FE MSL the height is of the terrain above MSL in m is and the number 0.120 (=12hPa/100 m) 

the value of the decrease (in hPa/m) of the air pressure per m increase in height at 0 m.  
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In order to avoid the areas in which VFR flights are prohibited, glider pilots are 
advised to use the table below to convert their altimeter reading from metres into 
flight level. 
Above 1065 m (3500 ft) AMSL the altimeter subscale should be set on 1013.2 hPa. 
The relation between indicated reading in metres and flight level above this altitude 
is:” [Table not copied here] 

 

and paragraph 3.2 reads then: 

 
 3.2 VFR flights 
 

“VFR flights operated in level cruising flight above 3500 ft AMSL shall be conducted 

at a flight level appropriate to the track as specified in paragraph 3.4 (table of 
cruising levels), except when otherwise indicated in ATC clearances.” 

 

Notwithstanding the obvious inaccuracy of the reference to paragraph 3.2 it 

follows from the text of paragraph 3.5 that in the Dutch air space glider 

pilots should use their altimeters as a QNH-altimeter below 1065 m (3500 

ft) and as a QNE-altimeter above that altitude. In that way they can perform 
the two desired activities mentioned in paragraph 3.5: 

 

 (1) to determine their height relative tot the  lower limits of the areas  

 where VFR flights are prohibited, and 

 (2) to report, if necessary, their heights by radio to the ATC services.  

 
 

GLIDER PILOTS CAN FULFILL THESE TWO REQUIREMENTS IN A PERFECT WAY IF THEY – 

INSTEAD OF SWITCHING FREQUENTLY THEIR ALTIMETER SETTINGS – DETERMINE BEFORE 

TAKE-OFF THE QNH-ALTITUDE FL0MSL OF FL0 AND MAKE USE OF THE AS “OPTIONS 3” AND 

“OPTION 4” INDICATED PROCEDURES FOR THE USE OF THEIR ALTIMETER DICUSSED IN THIS 

PAPER.   

 

POSTSCRIPT 

The procedures for the altimeter settings for altimeters in gliders described in 
this article produce in practice very accurate values for the (QNH-)height of 

Flight Levels without being necessary to change the value of the QNH in the 

subscale. The question may be posed if these procedures, which start with the 

determination of the actual value of the local QNH by means of turning the 

pointer of the altimeter at the height above MSL of the terrain, do not yield more 

accurate QNH-heights and QNE-heights than the procedures which go out from 

setting QNH-values by means of the subscale and are recommended by the ATC 

services for the general aviation, These more accurate QNH- and QNE-heights 

will advance the safety of glider pilots having to land in a rural field and improve 

the accuracy with which parts of the air space that are forbidden for glider pilots 

can be avoided. Promoting the procedures described in this article within the 

glider pilot community may also contribute to the necessary awareness in that 

community of the importance of the correct altimeter readings, both of QNH-

heights as well as of QNE-heights, by glider pilots on their cross-country flights. 
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use of the air space than their motorized colleagues in the general and 

professional aviation. For them the altimeter setting procedure is not 

appropriate for a number of reasons, of which the most important are: 

 

(1) Different from their motorized co-users of the air space, glider pilots can 
not fly at a fixed altitude or flight level and climb and descent all the 

time on their cross-country flights. Application of the altimeter setting 

procedure implies for them a continuous changing of their altimeter 

setting if the transition altitude and transition level is situated well below 

the maximum height that can be attained in the thermals. This is 

typically the case in the Dutch air space. 

 

(2) Different from their motorized co-users of the air space, glider pilots 
have always to reckon with a non-programmed landing in a rural field of 

a farmer, who will not give him the actual value of the QNH. For that 

reason it is very important for a glider pilot not to change his altimeter 

setting and keep his altimeter as a QNH-altimeter in order to keep 

himself informed continuously of the height above MSL of the terrain 
below him. 

 

(3) Different from the flights of their motorized colleagues the positions and 
altitudes during most glider flights are difficult to predict. For that 

reason they lend themselves much less for guidance by the ATC 

services. In that sense glider pilots are comparable to strollers in surface 

bound traffic. Just as strollers in the countryside glider pilots do not fly 

along the shortest connections from A to B, stop from time to time to 

gain height in thermals and choose their way on the basis of the 

situation of the moment. As long as strollers stay of the main highways 

and are prudent when they have to cross those, they do not need he 

attention of the surface bound traffic controllers. In the same way glider 

flights do not have to be guided by ATC services. 

 

In relation with these considerations, which are in favour of the opposite, the 

special recommendation for glider pilots in Part 2 “En Route”, Section 1.7, 

paragraph 3.5 of the Visual Flight Guide Netherlands is remarkable. That 

paragraph reads literally: 
 

3.5 Gliders 
 
“Gliders are usually equipped with altimeters calibrated in metres. 
The glider circuits in the Netherlands are based there-on and the terrain heights, 

given in metres, will be of great help when making a landing after a cross country 
flight. 
Glider pilots will practically never fly horizontally, however, for safety reasons it is 
very important that above 3500 ft (1065 m) AMSL the procedure mentioned in 
paragraph 3.2 will be adhered to, such in connection with the determination of the 
height with respect to the lower limit of areas in which VFR flights are prohibited or 
for reporting by radio. 
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To have an altimeter measure one of the three heights: QFE-, QNH- and/or 

QNE-height, the instrument can be set to do so in two equivalent ways: 

A: by setting the subscale of the altimeter : 

(1) for  QFE-height on : the air pressure QFE, 
(2) for QNH-height on : the air pressure QNH 
(3) for QNE-height on  : the pressure1013.25 hPa. 

B: by setting the pointer (at the height of the terrain) : 

(1) for QFE-height  on : 0 m  
(2) for QNH-height on : the height of the terrain above MSL 
(3) for QNE-height on  : the height of the terrain above FL0. 

For reason that an altimeter has the potential to measure three different heights 

it can be considered as a “three-in-one”-instrument consisting of three 

altimeters:  (1) a QFE-altimeter, (2) a QNH-altimeter and (3) a QNE-altimeter. 

In order not to have to speak of “an altimeter set for measuring of …..” we will 

use these fictitious names for the sake of brevity. 

 

 

2. Altimeter use on cross country flights with gliders 
 

For cross country flights with gliders, which in case that the thermals leave off 

have to be landed somewhere in the countryside, the use of a QNH-altimeter is 

– both from the point of view of simplicity and even more so from a point of 

view of flight safety - a practical “must”. A QNH-altimeter is the best possible 

tool with which the pilot in combination with the use of an aeronautical chart can 

determine his approximate altitude above the terrain where he will make his 

landing out. As long as the difference between the height above mean sea level 

of the airfield where he started his flight is not too big and he can remember 

that height above MSL of the field during his flight, he could also use  a QFE-

altimeter.  

 

In practice parts of cross country flights may take place at heights above the 
transition altitude3 (and/or the transition level), where ATC controllers expect all 

aircraft to use QNE-altimeters (1) for the determination of their QNE-height (cf. 

Appendix B) at which they operate and (2) for the determination of boundaries 

of controlled airspaces which are restricted or forbidden for sailplanes.  

 

In order to execute the mentioned two actions glider pilots on cross country 

flights have (in theory) the following four options:  

(1) to fly with two altimeters: a QNH- and a QNE-altimeter; 

(2) to change their altimeter zero-settings repeatedly during their flight;  

(3) to convert by computation their altimeter readings during their flight from 

 QNE-heights (Flight Levels) to QNH-heights (altitude (in m)) and back;  

   
3The transition altitude (in the Netherlands: 3500 ft) is the altitude above which a pilot should change 

from the use a QNH- (or QFE-) altimeter to the use of an QNE-altimeter. The transition level, which is 

determined by the ATC service on the basis of a.o. the meteorological conditions is the Flight Level 

below which a pilot should change back from a QNE-altimeter a to a QNH-altimeter. 
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 (4) to use a device to be discussed in detail below that will be called a  

 Glider Pilot-Flight Levels disk (or short: a GP-FLS-disk ). 
 

We will restrict ourselves to option 3 (in Section 3) and option 4 (in Section 4). 

  
 

3. The conversion from Flight Levels to QNH-heights and back  
 

 
3a The role of the QNH-height (FL0MSL) of FL0 on a QNH-altimeter 
 

In practice the conversion from Flight Levels to QNH-heights and vice versa is 

simple for altimeters in feet and slightly less simple for altimeters in meters, 

which are often used in gliders. The basic idea behind the conversion is the fact 

that QNH-heights (HMSL = height above MSL) and QNE-heights (HFLO = height 

above FL0) differ from each other only by the difference in height between FL0 

and MSL. In formula notation that height difference satisfies the relation  
 

 FL0MSL = - MSLFLO  
 

where FL0MSL is the height of FL0 above MSL and MSLFLO is the height of MSL 

above FLO (which is just the Standard Atmosphere height of the QNH-pressure). 

 

When FL0MSL is known during a flight then it follows that: 
 

(1) any Flight Level X can be converted to a QNH-height FLXMSL by adding to the 

QNH-height (in m) of FL0MSL the height (in m), which corresponds to the 

height of Flight Level X above FL0, or in formula notation: 
 

FLXMSL [in m] =  FL0MSL +  FLX × 30.5
4  

 

(2) any QNH-height HMSL can be converted to a Flight Level FLXFL0 [in FL] by 
subtracting from HMSL the QNH-height (in m) of FL0MSL and to convert the 

result (in m) to Flight levels, or in formula notation:     
     
   FLXFL0 [in FL] = (HMSL - FL0MSL)/30.5  
 

 
3b. The relation between FL0MSL and the value of the (actual) QNH 
 

An explicit formula for the QNE-height MSLFLO, i.e. the height of the QNH-pressure 

level in the ISA Standard Atmosphere, which equals the height of the QNH-height 

FL0MSL of FL0 with opposite sign, is given in Appendix A. Using this formula the 

exact values of FL0MSL for some given “rounded” values of the QNH were 

determined and listed in the following table to provide a basic idea of the 

dependence of FL0MSL on the actual value of the QNH. 

   
4The error made by using the value 30.5 instead of 30.48 is of no importance in practical situations 
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A picture of the error in meters resulting from the use of these formulas for the 

value of FL0MSL is given in Figure A-1 below 

 

   
  

 Figure A-1: Comparison of the different approximations of FL0MSL 
 

This figure shows, as does Table 1, that, whichever of the three approximation 

formulas is used, the error due to the use of these approximation formulas is 

relatively small. Even in case of extreme QNH values the error is not greater 

than roughly 20 m, which error is of the same order as an error of just a couple 

of hPA’s. The figure and the table also show that the approximation formula “n” 

gives the smallest error of the three formulas 

 

 
APPENDIX B : THE RULES CONCERNING THE USE OF ALTIMETERS FOR VFR- 

  FLIGHTS IN THE DUTCH AIRSPACE  

 

Conform ICAO Doc 8188-OPS/611 Section 1.7 of Part 2 “En Route” of the Dutch 

VFG Guide contains (as do similar Sections 1.7 in the VFG Guides of other 
countries) the Altimeter Setting Procedure in the Dutch Air Space: the 

Amsterdam FIR. That procedure requires all aircraft to set their altimeters to a 

QNH-altimeter setting corresponding to a QNH value valid in an Altimeter 

Setting  Region (ASR) below a fixed Transition Altitude and change that setting 

to a QNE-altimeter setting as long as the aircraft flies at Flight Levels above a 

Transition Level determined by the ATC-service. The transition altitudes above 

different countries vary from 3500 ft (in a.o. the Netherlands) to 18000 ft (in 

a.o. the USA). The transition level always lies above the transition altitude and is 

determined by the local national ATC service and communicated to the pilot of 

the aircraft at his first radio contact with that service. The actual QNH to be used 

is communicated tot the pilot at almost all contacts with the  ATC-service  

 

These altimeter setting procedures are perfectly appropriate for all motorized 
users of the air space, who – differently than glider pilots – during their flights 

from A to B can fly relatively simple on a fixed altitude or flight level assigned to 

them by the ATC service. Glider pilots by contrast make a completely different 
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APPENDIX A : THE ACCURACY OF THE METHOD PRESENTED IN THIS ARTICLE 

FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE QNH-HEIGHT OF FLIGHT LEVEL ZERO 

 

The height indicated on an altimeter is the height, which corresponds to the air 

pressure prescribed for the International Standard Atmosphere for heights below 

11 km by the formula (See ref [1]) for the air pressure p in hPa 
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Evaluation of this formula for the “rounded” numbers for the values of the QNH 

(-pressure) listed in Table 1 of Subsection 3b gives the exact values of the 

(QNH-)altitude FL0MSL of FL0 above MSL listed in the row [FL0MSL [m]-x] of the 

table below In the first, third and fourth row of the same table the corresponding 

values are listed evaluated with the following approximation formula11 s: 

 
m: h = - 2 +   8.0 ×  (p-1013) 

n:  h = - 2  +  8⅓     × (p-1013) 

ft: h = - 2  + 8.5344 ×  (p-1013) 

 

These approximation formulas differ in the assumed increase of the height (in 
meters) of FL0 (the 1013.25 hPa-level) above MSL for an increase of 1.0 hPa of 

the QNH. The value 8.0 in the formula “m” is the number used in metrical 

environments, the value 8.5344 in formula “ft” is the equivalent (in m) of 28 

ft for the same increase in English speaking environments. The value of 8⅓ 

of formula “n” is a value in between these two well-known values which 

turns out to give a simpler and more accurate approximation formula:  
 
QNH [hPa] 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 

FL0MSL [m]-m -266.0 -186.0 -106.0 -26.0 +54.0 +134.0 +214.0 

FL0MSL [m]-x -280.5 -195.4 -110.9 -27.1 +56.0 +138.5 +220.3 

FL0MSL [m]-n -277.0 -193.7 -110.3 -27.0 +56.3 +139.7 +223.0 

FL0MSL [m]-ft -283.6 -198.3 -112.9 -27.6 +57.7 +143.1 +228.4 

   
11 The number -2 accounts for the fact that in the approximation formulas the number subtracted from 

p is 1013.00 instead of  1013.25.  
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QNH [hPa] 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 

FL0MSL [m] -280.5 -195.4 -110.9 -27.1 +56.0 +138.5 +220.3 
 

  Table 1: The exact values of FL0MSL for some ‘round’ QNH-values 

 

For practical purposes the exact determination of FL0MSL for an actual QNH-value 

is too awkward. Instead the use of a simple linear approximation formula will be 

satisfactory in most practical situations. In Appendix A three of such formulas 

were compared. There the following FL0MSL-approximation-formula:  

 

  FL0MSL[m]=[(QNH[in hPa] – 1013)/12] x 100 - 2
5 

 

was found to be a good compromise between accuracy and user-friendliness. 
The formula uses the value of 8⅓ (≈ 8.333) m per hPa (= 100 m per 12 hPa)6 

as the ratio of increase in height for a decrease of 1 hPa of the air pressure  

 

Use of this formula for the same values of the QNH as in Table 1 above gives de 
following approximate values for FL0MSL: 

 
QNH [hPa] 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 

FL0MSL [m] -277.0 -193.7 -110.3 -27.0 +56.3 +139.7 +223.0 

 

Table 2: The heights of FL0 above MSL from the FL0MSL-approximation-formula  
 

Comparison of the numbers in Table 1 and Table 2 shows that the 

approximations for FL0MSL are quite acceptable in practice. Even for extreme 

QNH-values, which are rare in the practice of gliding, this approximation formula 

produces values which are only a few meters higher than the exact values.  

 
 
3c. Practical examples of the use of the “FL0MSL-approximation formula”  
 

Illustrations of the use of the FL0MSL-approximation-formula in actual practice 

are given in the following examples: 

 

A: A glider pilot with plans to make a cross-country flight from Terlet checks 

before leaving his home on Teletekst pagina 7077 for the QNH of the day. He 

finds that at the neighboring airfield of Deelen the QNH is equal to 998 hPa. With 

the approximation formula he immediately finds that the lower boundary of of 

the airspace CTA-East in the neighborhood of Terlet has a QNH-height of: 

   
5 The correction of -2 m is the difference between the 1013 hPa- and the 1013.25 hPa-level.  
6 The number 8.333 or 8⅓ for the height increase for 1.0 hPa decrease in pressure around 0 m height in 

   de ISA standard atmosphere lies in between the well-known value of 8.0 m per hPa in metrical  

 environments and the as well-known value of  28ft/hPa = 8.54 m per hPa in english speaking circles  
7 The actual QNH-values at a number of Dutch airfields can be found on television: Teletekst pag707.  
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 FL65MSL-Vb-A = [(998-1013)/12]x100 – 2 + 65x30.5 =  

  =   - 125  - 2 +  1982     =  1855 m  

 

B: Had the glider pilot found that that day the QNH was equal to 1019 hPa then 

he would have been able to find out that the same lower border would have a 

QNH-height equal to: 

 

FL65MSL-Ex-B = [(1019-1013)/12]x100 – 2 + 65x30.5 =  

   =   50 - 2  +  1982  = 2030 m 

   

C: Just after his start our glider pilot in Example A is flying at a QNH-height of 

1750 m and is asked by the ATC controller of Dutch Mil to supply his QNE-height 

(or flight level). He has written down the value of - 127 m as the value of the 

QNH-height of FL0MSL and therewith he can immediately answer that his QNE-

height is  

 

 HMSL-Vb-C - FL0MSL = 1750 – (- 127) = 1877 m  = FL (1877/30.5) = FL 61.54 

 
Similar computation formulas are used for the briefings at glider fields in the 

neighborhood of forbidden air spaces to determine a general maximum QNH-

height for all glider pilots on that day. They are also used to compute tables for 

the QNH-heights of often used Flight Levels for different values of the QNH 

 

For the automation of the computation before (to compute the value of FL0MSL) 

and during the flight (to compute the QNE-height that corresponds the actual 

QNH-height) an very interesting calculator was developed by Pieter van der 

Meer (NijAC/CIV): the Altitude Flight Level Calculator. This calculator exists of 

(See Figure 1) an outer ring on which the QNH-heights that are of interest for 

the glider pilot are engraved and an inner disk on which Flight Levels that 

correspond to QNE-heights are engraved. On the inner disk as an extra an arrow 

is engraved with which the inner disk can be positioned for the actual value of 

the QNH on the outer ring on which also common QNH-values are engraved.   

   
 Figure 1: Inner disk and outer ring of Pieter van der Meer’s 

“Altitude Flight Level Calculator 
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6. Summary and conclusions 

 
Altimeters can be thought of as “three-in-one-instruments consisting of a 

combination of:  

(1) a QFE-altimeter, which presents the height relative to the terrain 
(2) a QNH-altimeter, which presents the height relative to mean sea level (MSL) 
(3) a QNE-altimeter,which presents the height relative to Flight Level Zero (FL0)  
 

For safety reasons and ease of operation the continuous use of a QNH-altimeter 

on cross-country flights with gliders is practically a “must”. 

 

To set the altimeter so that it will show QNH-altitudes during flight it is only 

necessary that one turns the altimeter setting on the terrain before  take-off so 

that the altimeter shows the height of the airfield above MSL 

 

This article described two options for glider pilots to determine QNE-Flight-Levels 

from QNH-altimeter readings: 

 
“Option 3”: By computation: 

 

QNH-altitudes can easily be converted into QNE-Flight-Levels back and forth if 

the QNH-altitude FL0MSL of Flight Level Zero (FL0) is known with the formula 

 

 FLXFL0[in FL] = (HMSL - FL0MSL)/30.5  

 

For the approximation of FL0MSL as a function of the actual value of the QNH use 

can be made of the simple FL0MSL-approximation formula given (in Section 3) 

 

 FL0MSL[m]=[(QNH[in hPa] – 1013)/12] x 100 – 2 

 

“Option 4”: By the use of a Glider Pilot-Flight Level Disk: 

 

Instead of engaging themselves in computations during flight, glider pilots can 

read off QNH-altitudes and Flight Levels simultaneously when they make use of 

a Glider Pilot-Flight Level Disk (or short GP-FLS-disk) attached to their QNH-

altimeter. This tool is described in full detail in this article (in Section 4). 

 

Once the QNH-altitude FL0MSL is determined before the flight, both options 

provide the glider pilots the correct Flight Levels as long as setting of their QNH-

altimeters is not altered. In case of changes in the actual QNH-value during the 

flight the QNH-altitudes indicated by the altimeter will differ from the correct 

QNH-altitudes by small amounts which can be perfectly predicted. 
 

With the correct knowledge of their actual QNE-height (in Flight Levels) glider 

pilots can satisfy the requirements set out the Section 1.7 of Part 2 En Route of 
the (Dutch) VFG-Guide without having to change the altimeter setting at each 

passage of the Transition Altitude or the Transition Level. 
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5. The effect of QNH-changes during the flight on the indication of 

 Flight Levels on a QNH-altimeter 

 
During a cross-country flight the QNH may well drop or climb by a couple of hPa. 
This may either be a result of a change in the meteorological conditions during 

the day or a result of the fact that the flight has moved to a location with 

different meteorological conditions. A prediction for such a change can generally 

quite good be distilled from the available meteorological predictions for the day. 

 

As the determination of the value of FL0MSL, described in Section 3, depended in 

an essential way on the QNH-value before the flight, it is important to know 

what the effect is of a change of the actual QNH-value later in the flight on the 

indications of Flight Levels on the QNH-altimeter. The answer to this question 

turns out to be very simple:  A change of the actual QNH during a flight has – as 

long as on does not change the altimeter setting – no influence on the 

indications of Flight levels on the (QNH-) altimeter.  

 
The reason for this insensitivity for later QNH-changes of the indication of Flight 

Levels on a QNH-altimeter is simply the fact that the determination of FL0MSL 

before the flight had as main purpose the determination of the indication of FL0 

(or the 1023.25 hPa level) on the altimeter. Any later change of the actual QNH 

does not have any influence on that fixed indication of FL0.  

The effect of a change of the QNH-value during a cross-country flight (and any 

other flight of longer duration) is the same as in the well known  situation that a 

glider remains on the airfield for a longer time: When the actual QNH-value 

drops then the altimeter will show a higher altitude for (all altitudes relative to) 

MSL and, conversely, when the actual QNH climbs  the altimeter will show a 

lower height for (all altitudes relative to) MSL. Effectively what changes is the 

actual value of the QNE-height MSLFL0 (which equals – FL0MSL) 

For a glider pilot, who is mainly interested in the height of his landing field, it 

will in general not be necessary to change the setting of his altimeter (which 

gives the correct QNE-heights). The knowledge that the number of meters with 

which the indication of MSL on his QNH-altimeter will increase as a result of a 

drop of the QNH (and decrease as a result of an increase of the QNH) can be 

calculated with the same ratio of 100 m per 12 hPa as used before for the 
calculation of FL0MSL in Section 3 should be enough for him.  

 

If the glider pilot for other reasons wants to change the QNH-setting of his 

altimeter he can do so as long as he adds the change in height indication caused 

by selecting another QNH-value on the subscale to the latest value of FL0MSL and 

uses that new value for the calculation of the Flight Level indication on his 

altimeter. If he uses option 4 (the GP-FLS-disk) then the addition of the height 
change can be realized by turning the GP-FLS-disk in such a way that the QNH-

value to which the FL0MSL-arrow points equals the QNH-value on the subscale. 
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3d. The practical determination of the actual (QNH and therewith the  
   corresponding) FL0MSL before take-off at the air field 
 
In practical gliding operations the numerical value of actual QNH can best be 

determined before take-off at the airfield with the help of the altimeter itself 

following procedure B-2 in Section 1:  

(1) Set the pointer of the altimeter at the value of the elevation of the airfield 
(which can be read off from all aeronautical charts).  

(2) Read the actual QNH-value off from the subscale of the altimeter (and 
compare that value with the possibly available QNH-value obtained from other 

sources8).  
 

Given the actual QNH the corresponding FL0MSL can be determined in two ways: 
 

A. By computing FL0MSL  for the actual QNH read off from the subscale: 
 

The simplest way to find the value of FL0MSL corresponding to any given QNH on 

the field before take-off is to compute with the found QNH-value the value of 
FL0MSL with the FL0MS-approximation-formula discussed in subsection 3b. 
 

B.  By comparison of two altimeter settings : 
 

If one starts the procedure before take-off with setting first the subscale of the 

altimeter at 1013.25 hPa (= the pressure at FL0) then the pointer of the altimeter 

will indicate the height difference between the Field Elevation level FE and the 

FL0-level, or, equivalently, the QNE-height FEFL0 of the terrain,  

 

If one resets subsequently the pointer of the altimeter to the height of the terrain, 

as discussed above, then the pointer of the altimeter will indicate the height 

difference between the Field Elevation level FE and the Mean Sea Level (MSL), or, 

equivalently, the QNH-height FEMSL of the terrain.  

 

Since  

    FEMSL = FEFL0 + FL0MSL  
 

it follows immediately that one can find FL0MSL by just evaluating the difference  

  
  FL0MSL = FEMSL - FEFL0 
 
 

THIS IS PRECISELY THE DIFFERENCE IN METERS ON THE SCALE OF THE ALTIMETER THAT THE 

POINTER MOVES WHEN ONE CHANGES THE SETTING OF THE ALTIMETER FROM A QNE-

ALTIMETER (= SUBSCALE AT 1013.25 HPA) TO A QNH-ALTIMETER BY SETTING THE POINTER TO 

THE HEIGHT OF THE TERRAIN (= SUBSCALE AT THE QNH-VALUE). 

   
8 The procedure described here may result in a (QNH-) setting of the altimeter that may differ from the 

settings expected by the ATC-services for a QNH-value given by them. The procedure to account for  a 

different value of the QNH will be discussed in Section 5. 
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No computing at all - not before take off, and not in the air - is required if one 

makes use of the tool discussed in the following section, which was given the 

name:  Glider Pilot-Flight Levels Disk or short GP-FLS-disk. 
 

4. The “Glider Pilot-Flight Levels”(GP-FLS) disk as a tool to  

 continuously read off Flight Levels from QNH-altimeters  

 
A problem related with the use of altimeters in the general aviation is that nearly 

all flights require at least two types of altimeters. This problem was partly solved 

by the introduction of the, now common, altimeters, which can be used as 

“three-in-one” instruments, consisting of a combination of a QFE-, a QNH and a 

QNE-altimeter. The required switching between these altimeters is simple when 

the pilot is given the correct value of the QNH before switching. The idea behind 

this switching is that, in essence, use is made of (two) instrument scales which 

differ by a constant amount of height from each other. 

 

The “three-in-one”-altimeters are not the complete solution for the altimeter 
problems of glider flights in particular. For reason of safety in relation with a.o. 

the possibility to have to make an outlanding, glider pilots should better stick to 

a QNH-altimeter during the whole flight and should not switch between different 

types of altimeters. Another problem for glider pilots in relation with this 

switching is the fact that the usual heights on glider altimeters are given in 

terms of meters, while the QNE-heights in general aviation are given in terms of 

Flight Levels, which are units of each time 100 feet. When glider pilots switch 

their altimeter settings they therefore are always saddled up with the problem of 

having to convert  all their heights from meters to feet. In this way they have 

serious difficulties when they want to fulfill the modern requirements laid down 

by the ATC services. These stipulate that (1) all pilots should respect the (lower) 

boundaries of the controlled air spaces which are forbidden for them, the height 

of which are given in terms of Flight Levels, and  that (2) all pilots are able to 

specify their QNE-heights when asked for by the ATC controllers, 
 

A tool that solves much of the problems that glider pilots have with their 

altimeters is a special rotatable disk attached to the outside of the altimeter that 

will be referred to as the Glider Pilot - Flight Levels disk9. The essential idea 

behind this tool is that instead of (or may be better in addition to) rotating the 

interior of the altimeter one can add another transparent rotatable scale on the 

outside of the altimeter. One simple way to realize that is to engrave a Flight 

Level (or QNE-height-) scale on a transparent perspex disk of the size of the 

visible part of the glass of the altimeter and to attach that disk to the glass by 

using a drop of oil10 so that it can be rotated without falling off.  

 

   
9The author of this article would not be surprised when such a disk has been proposed before by other 

people. So far he has not found any reference to a similar disk 
10The idea of the attachment of a perspex disk to the glass of a flight instrument was used in the first 

MacCready(ring)-disks on variometers with linear scales  
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In addition to the QHE-height-scale also the (scale of the) QNH-values visible in 

the subscale should be engraved (diametrically opposed) at the lower part of the 

disk together with an arrow along the radius the disk pointing to a little line at 

1013.25 hPa. An example of a Glider Pilot-Flight Levels disk for a Winter 

altimeter, that is often used by glider pilots and which has a scale in meters and 

two pointers, a long one to indicate a range from 0 to 1000 m and one small one 

to indicate a range from 0 to 10,000 m, is given in Figure 2 below 

   
     Figure 2: Example of a Glider Pilot-Flight Levels (GP-FLS-) disk 

 

Having read the foregoing discussions on the use of the quantity FL0MSL in order 

to compute QNE-heights from QNH-height-readings before and during his flight, 

the use of  the GP-FLS-disk straightforward. All that a glider pilot has to do is:  

 

(1) set his altimeter to measure QNH-heights by letting the pointer of the 
altimeter indicate the (QNH-) height FEMSL (= the height of the field above 
mean sea level) and to read off the corresponding value of the actual QNH 

from the subscale;  

 

(2) rotate the GP-FLS-disk in such a way that the actual QNH-value on the 
border of the disk is positioned directly above the zero value of the original 

scale of the altimeter. 

  

Once set before a flight the arrow on the disk will point to the actual QNH-height 

FL0MSL of FLO, which is an indication for the pilot what QNH-heights he should 

expect for the lower boundaries of forbidden control spaces. For reasons to be 

discussed in the next section (Section 5) the GP-FLS disk should in principle not 

have to be moved during the flight. However, as discussed there, the GP-FLS-

disk may be moved when the QNH value changes during the flight as long as  

the QNH value on the border of the disk is the same as read off in the subscale. 
Said differently if another value of the QNH is set in the subscale the GP-FLS 

disk should be rotated accordingly. 


